
!!!!!!!
Home Strength workout!!!
Round 1: !

Do all 3 exercises before you have a break. Take a minute off then start your next 
set!!
Round 2: !

EXERCISE REPS SETS NOTES

PRESS UPS 10 3 On toes (or knees) and 
hands!
Hands outside shoulder 
width, lower chest and 
face down to floor in-
between hands, push 
back up again 

CHAIR TRICEP DIPS 10 3 Off the edge of a chair, 
sofa. !
Back to the furniture 
hands on edge, arms 
straight to start with. !
Legs can either be 
straight or have slight 
bend in knee. !
Bend elbow to lower 
bum down towards 
ground. Push yourself 
back up again 

KETTLE-FULL CURLS 10 each arm 3 kettle full of water (not 
boiled) hold the handle 
but underhand grip so 
palm looking at you. !
Start by holding it by hip, 
keeping body still, curl 
the Kettle up towards 
shoulders. Slowly back 
down. 



Objects you could use;!
- Books!
- Bags of sugar!
- Statue/Ornaments !
- Logs!
Do all exercises one after another before resting. You want to be slow and 
controlled with all reps/movements to keep your muscles under tension for longer 
throughout the set. !!
Round 3: !

EXERCISE REPS SETS NOTES

WEIGHTED SUMO 
SQUATS

10 3 holding a weighted 
object in both hands by 
chest, feet wide in squat 
position!
Squat bum down to knee 
level keeping chest 
proud and faint forwards.!
Stand back up again 

WEIGHTED LUNGES 10 3 Same object in hands. 
Feet start together this 
time.!
Long step back and 
lower knee down to 
ground. bring knee up 
and foot back in. 
alternate foot each rep

SIDE RAISES 10 3 Holding lighter weight 
objects in separate 
hands this time, standing 
tall, raise arms out to 
side to shoulder height, 
back down again slowly

TRICEP EXTENSION 10 3 holding one of the 
objects above your head 
with both hands, lower 
down behind head 
bending elbows, raise 
back up again 

EXERCISE REPS SETS NOTES

WEIGHTED SIT UPS 10 3 Lying on your back (feet 
planted on floor, knees 
bent) Holding a weighted 
object above you. !
Push the weight up 
towards the roof so your 
shoulders and upper 
back come off the floor. !
Relax back.

EXERCISE



Do both of these before resting. !
possible objects:!
- Light DB you have at home!
- Bag of sugar!
- Log for fire

PLANK DB 
TRANSFERS

10 3 Beginner - Hands !
Advanced - Elbows!
Transfer the object from 
one side of you, to the 
other using the opposite 
hand. Try and maintain 
steady hips and a tight 
core all the time

REPS SETS NOTESEXERCISE


